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Habent sua fata libelli, as the Romans used to say. is
in fact appiicable to ail ages and places. This maxim
seems to be particularly relevant to the vicissitudes of
the manuscripts of the Arabic Kai/' isSitar 'an Bala-
diyrat Ahmad ilFar, a collection of five popular plays
from Cairo, the text of which was found by the two
authors of the present article. It is the subject of a
critical edition and German translation, prepared by
them and due to appear in 1993 as a volume in the
Bibliotheca Islamica series of the Deutsche Morgenlán-
dische Gesellschaft. The present article, a by-product
of the above volume, comprises some materials which
could not be included in detail there. but which may
be of some interest.  nonetheless. to those engaged in
the study of modern Arabic manuscripts.

A brief exposé of the manuscripts is necessary in
order to better understand the essent ials of this
articlel. There are two manuscripts. Both comprise
the same plays but with quite different wording. One is
in the Leiden University Library2, the other is now in
the private collection of Manfred Woidich3. Both
manuscripts date from 1909-1910 and comprise five
popular plays in the col loquial  Arabic of Egypt
(chiefly of Cairo) at that time. These plays were
performed by a popular actor at the time, Ahmad
ilFár, and his troupe, chiefly at festivities (such as
weddings) in private homes. They are more representa-
tive of what might be termed 'low farce' or 'sketch'

than of theatrical comedy. The street scenes, often
copied from daily life; the dialogues, frequently impu-
dent and obscene; and the tricks and thrashings,
characteristic of slapstick, place these shows in the
direct tradition of shadow plays, puppet shows and
mime sketches, savoured by Egyptian (and other)
audiences before Westernized modernization influen-
ced their  tastes4.

The Leiden manuscript (hereafter referred to as manu-
script L) consists of 124 folios, or 248 pages (of which
nine are blank). The paper, which is of de-luxe quality,
contains a watermark couvgr.NEMENT ecypueN, with
crescent and star. The size of the paper is 255 x
185mm. that of the text area 170 x 90 mm. There are
lTl ines of text to the page. The text is wri t ten in a
Middle-Eastern hand in black ink. with the use of red

ink for the names of the persons and the stage instruc-
t ions. The composit ion of the quires. for each play
separa te ly  i s  as  fo l lows:  1 :  V(11) ,  IV(18) ,  3V(48) .
2 ( 5 0 ) :  2 :  V ( 6 0 ) .  I I ( 6 4 ) ;  3 :  2 V ( 8 4 ) .  4 ( 8 8 ) ;  4 :  2 V ( 1 0 8 ) ;  5 :
V(118), III(124). Catchwords are usually written on
the verso pages. For each play, each quire except the
first has a quire-mark as well, consisting of a Ë (for
kurrasa, quire) with number, plus usually an abbreviated
title of the play in question. The manuscript was
copied by the same copyist of MS Leiden Or. 14.520
(which contains Íhe Dntan of Ibn Sudun (died 864r
1464. cf .  GAL I l ,  l8)) :  Mahmld b. Muhammad b.
Ahmad a l -Sa1 '1àd a l -Marsa ÍJ  (Le iden Or .  14 .520.
/ .  l81a) .  The cop l ' ing  o f  the , l th  and 5 th  p lays  was
completed on 28 and 23 December 1909. respect ively
(colophons on f l .  108a and l24b).  whereas rhe rhree
other plays have no separate colophon. The volume is
elegantly bound in a half-leather binding in European
style, made in Cairo by Richard Preller, according to
the sticker on the inside end-cover. The former owner
of the manuscript is Dr. Curt Priifer, who was Orien-
tal Secretary to the German Diplomatic Agency for
Egypt. He used this manuscript for his article 'Drama,

Arabic' in the Ent'vclopaedia of Religion and Eíhics,
vol .  4 ( l9l  l ) ,  pp. 872-8, and especial ly the passages on
Ahmad ilFár on pp. 872-3. Three of the plays in this
volume are mentioned by Priifer by name. Priifer's
association with the Leiden manuscript was established
by J.J. Witkam in his catalogue of the Arabic manu-
scripts of Leiden University Library, on the basis of
the codicological data available in MS Leiden Or.
14.520. The reader is referred to Witkam's Leiden
catalogue for more detailed information, especially
concerning the possible involvement in commissioning
the Leiden manuscript by yet another German scho-
lar, Friedrich Kern.

The Woidich manuscript, which was found in Kurt
Munzel's estate (hereafter referred to as manuscript M),
comprises the same five plays, albeit in a different
order, and is much shorter. It consists of only 96
pages, (of which eight are blank). Manuscript M is
also written on fine paper, similar in quality to that of
manuscript L, but it is not bound. The paper contains
a watermark: the recurrent image of a perched eagle.
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Fig. 1. Kaif isSitar 'an Baladit'.t'at Ahntad ilFar. Title-page.
MS Le iden.  Or .  14 .521.  f .  la .

The paper measures 260 x 190 mm, the text area 185
x 100 mm. There are 19 lines of text to the page. The
text is written in a Middle-Eastern hand (not identical
with that of the copyist of manuscript L) in black ink,
with the occasional use of red ink for headings and
stage instructions. The composition of the quires. for
each p lay  separa te ly .  i s  as  fo l lows:  1 :  V(20) .  I I (28) :  l :
V(48) .  I (52) ;  3 :  I I I (64) :  4 :  V(84) :  5 :  I I I (96) .  Catch-
words are written on the verso pages. There are no
quire-marks whatsoever. The page lay-out is such that
the copyist has used abbreviations of usually one letter
to indicate rhe dramatis persone, written in a column
at the right hand side of the text.

The high quality of the paper in both manuscripts. the
expensive binding of L, and - above everything else -
the explanation of certain words in the margins. lead
one to the conclusion that these can hardly be texts
used by the actors, but rather the somewhat elaborate
work of scribes who had written these plays for
foreigners. They are, after all, the only ones who really
need the explanations for a proper understanding of
the text. The fact that we have two different versions
seems to indicate that they were not copied from the
actors' own texts, but that they were, more probably,
written down during the actual performances which,
as we know, changed in contents and wording from
one show to the next.

As far as manuscript M is concerned, we do not
know how it came into Munzel's possession. It is
iikely that this occurred during his residence in Egypt
during the 1930's. It is practically impossible for Munzel
to have commissioned a scribe to attend the performance
of the plays, since by then ilFár was dead and his

troupe had dispersed. One can only surmise that he
acquired the manuscript in Egypt. In any case, he
considered it suÍlciently important to start transcribing
and transiating it (into German).

A crucial question which we wish to discuss here.
however. is the obvious variation between the two
versions and its significance. Manuscript L contains
substantial additions which. when compared with M,
almost all clearly differ in style and content from the
general character of the rest of the text in L. and of
that in manuscript M as well. We shall deal here with
these differences, categorize them according to their
style and content, indicate their origins. and, finally,
propose how and why these interpolations were inserted.

While all five plays are more condensed in manu-
scr ipt  M. i t  is in part icuiar in two plays in manuscript
L that interpolations of a basically different character
are noticeable. These are the plays entitled Rív'àt'it lbn
ilBulud (to be discussed presently) and Ril'alit isSa'ídi

l Í / .69a-70a.17a-8 la ) .  The Í r rs t  o f  the  tuo .  in  par t i cu-
lar.  comprises several  extraneous mater ials which do
not f i t  in ui th the main plot of  Act I .  Indeed, this is
the on11 Íir,e-act play' in either manuscript (which
otherwise comprise one-act plays). and is, therefore
unsuitable for a one-night performance which, as
manuscript M informs us, was the regular procedure
of ilFár and his troupe. More importantly, most of the
interpolated passages in the two above-mentioned
plays in manuscript  L are moral iz ing. This is at
variance with the humorously bantering tone and
frequent l l  pornographic wording employed through-
out.  uhich *as a trademark of i lFàr.  who preferred to
entertain a not too sophist icated audience rather than
to educate i t .  On the lerel  of  sty ' le and language. too,
basic di f ferences are in evidence. Whi le dialogue,
expressed in short phrases. is used throughout, the
interpolated passages employ long-winding monolo-
gues which are better suited to stating an argument
about a rel ig ious issue or present ing social  cr i t ic ism.
In some instances, however, the monologues were
abbreviated or broken up between two dramatis per-
sorte in order to make the presentation more appro-
pr iate for i lFàr 's audience.

After some effort it could be established that the
main source of these additions was no other than
'Abda l láh  a l -Nadrm (1845-1896) ,  the  we l l -known
Egypt ian nat ional ists.  He had been wri t ing patr iot ic
tracts during Ahmad 'Urábï's revolt in 1882 and his
periodical. al-Lrsmg!, published in 1892ó in literary and
colloquial Arabic, was available for anyone wishing to
plagiarize it. The copying was done in an intelligent
way, with certain alterations, which are largely due to
the fact that al-Nadrm was writing for a different
readership than the public for which these plays were
intended. The scribe who took over the text from al-
Nadïm knew this very well and slightly adapted the
text accordingly. These changes included dropping al-
Nadrm's name and that of his periodical al-Ustad
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Fig. 2. Kaif ísSitar 'an Baladiy.vat Ahmad ilFar. Beginning of the first play,
Riv'ay'it lbn i lBalad. MS Leiden, Or.14.521, f. 1b.
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Fig.3. Kaif isSítar'an Baladiy1'at Ahmad ilFar.Beginning of the second act of the first
play. Àlxa,i it lbn ílBalad, with a conversation between Hanrfa and Latifa. MS

Le iden .  Or .  14 .521 .  f  .  1 l a .
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Fig. 4. Al-Usta/,
september 1892),  p.
Lat]fa. in Rír'àlít

edited by 'Abdalláh al-Nadrm. Year l, no. 6 (Tuesday 27
132. The textual source of the conversation between Hanrfa and
ísSa'ídí (see previous i l lustration) as found in the Leiden

manuscr iot  Or.  14.521.  f  .  17a.
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between Sa'ïda and Bakit in niv,áy-it lhn'itBatatt. MS Leiden. Or.

14 .521 .  f .  3 l a .
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wherever mentioned, and at times even substituting
ilFár's name for al-Nadrm's or that of his journal.
Moreover, in addition to breaking up some of the
monologues, as we have already indicated, some humor-
ous expressions were occasionally added in order to
keep the interest of the spectators, and some phrases
of al-Nadïm were altered so as to give them a greater
impact.

The interpolation of foreign materials - chiefly
from al-Nadim - is so obviously out-of-place in
ilFár's plays (even when tied in with some humorous
remarks), that we have decided to leave them out in
our edition of Riwayit lbn ilBalad, thereby skipping
Acts II-V. The more reason, then, to return to them
here and now. While it is not our intention to list here
all the passages copied, with some changes, from al-
Nadïm7, a few examples are in order. Several appended
reproductions from manuscript L and from al-Nadrm's
al-UstàQ may serve as a visual demonstration of our
argument.

The most evident borrowinss of L from al-Ustad of
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1892 are as follows (our references are to the 1985
reprint):

al-Usta/

132-140
90-93

395-399
149-t54
147-148
444-449

Fig.6.  Al -Usta/ ,  edi ted by 'Abdal láh a l -Nadim. Year 1.  no.4 (Tuesday l3 september 1892).  pp.  90-91.  The rexrual  source
of the conversation between Sa'ida and Balit. in Riv'clt ' i t isSa'rdí (see previous i l lustration) as found in the Leiden

manuscr ipt  Or.  14.521.  f .  3 la.  Note that  only ' the gender of  the names of  the two speakers has been swi tched.

M S L

t7b-25b
3la-34a
38b-43a
44a-48a
69a-70a
77a-82a

A few more speciflc examples will illustrate in more
detail how these borrowings and interpolations were
carried out.

First, several of the poetic passages (possibly used
as songs) were borrowed from al-Nadrm, e.g. the
qa;ïda in manuscript L, ff. 67b-68a, starting with
jJ4 .J' .:p1 .-,.; +U, U t>\ otai is copied fromal-
Usta/, 64, 4ff. The zajal verses in L 76a, beginning
with .9-q \ :-t:,p fril, are taken from al-Usta/,986,
l-2. The madt|t in L 82a-83a, starting with:
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c;)iÀl J' ;)/..4J1 f Ál -r.-- ./Xí -!l is taken from al-
Lrsta/.98ó. -5ff .

Secondly, the lengthy dialogue between two Muslim
ladies, Hanrfa and Latrfa, about their husbands and
the moral shortcomings of menfolk in general (L l7b-
26b,i.e. most of Act II in Riwayit lbn ilBala$ derives
with few changes (even the names of the ladies are the
same) from al-{Jsfi{,132-140. The discussion between
two ex-slaves, Bakrt and Sa'rda, commenting on their
freedom and problems (L 3la-34a, a sizeable share of
this play's Act III), is taken almost verbatim from al-
Usta/,90-93, where their names were Sa'id and BakTta.
Another lengthy dialogue between other ladies, the
Muslim Bahiyya and the Copt Dimyana (44a-48b,
making up most of Act V of the same play), debating
the merits of various religions and of their followers, is
copied from al-Usta/,  149-155. Elsewhere, i lFàr 's
detailed debate with Hanafï about the relative merits
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of Egyptians and foreigners is closely patterned, again,
on al-Usrad,444-449.

Although skillful attempts were made to collate
such additions and others into the plays by connecting
them somehow to the main plot and by changing
somewhat the style and wording, the general result
seems less than successful. There remains an unexplain-
able incompatibility between the moralizing, educatio-
nal and socio-critical interpolations and the humorous
and obscene elements. The former may have been
appreciated by ilFàr's audiences, although one may
surmise that they failed to captivate their full interest.
The interpolations altered the relations among the
various characters in each play. While women in
i lFár 's plays are usual ly easy-going, act ive, of ten
taking the initiative, the interpolations present them as
submissive to their husbands. generally accepting their
own sorry situation and remaining highly respectful of
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anything traditional. Moreover, while Europeans are
frequently made fun of in the general manner of
popular shows, the interpolations introduce them as
virtuous, industrious, thrifty and cooperative people,
worthy of admiration and imitation. Lastly, while the
sheykh in Riwàyit itTuru'i is rather unprincipled and
lecherous (fitting the popular image of some derwish
sheikhs), the one in Riwayit lbn ilBalad, borrowed
from al-NadTm, is respectable and extremely conserva-
tive in his recommendations of strict religious beha-
viour: all this, again, without any serious attempt to
reconcile over these discrepancies in the presentation
of character.

An intriguing question remains. Who introduced
these interpolations in manuscript L, none of which
appear in manuscript M, and why? The obvious an-
swer to the question of identity is that it was either
ilFár himself, or the scribe who wrote down the text
probably during the performance, and then edited it.
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Fig.8.  Al - í ts tad,  edi ted by 'Abdal láh a l -Nadim. Year 1,  no.41 (Tuesday 6 June 1893),  pp.986-7.  The textual  source of  the
poetical conversation between Ahmad and HanaÍï, in Ríwayit i;$a'ídï (see previous i l lustration) as found in the Leiden

manuscriot Or. 14.521- ff. 8lb-82a.

A strong case could be made either way. Some of the
changes introduced and the connecting of the passages
borrowed from al-Usta/ and interpolated into the
already extant text, indicate the experienced hand of
ilFár himself. But the fact that ilFár himself did not
have much use for a five-act play (as he could not
perform it in one single evening) and that the interpola-
tions might well have adversely affected the plot and
characteristics of the play (at least, of Riwayit lbn
ilBalad, considering his audiences), militate against
this assumption.

An argument in favour of a scribe having enlarged
the text is that an astute scribe would naturally prefer
to insert his additions into a few places, for convenien-
ce's sake, whereas the author would have used them
throughout in a more balanced manner in order to
improve the overall quality of his works. A scribe
could also gain money and prestige by providing a
longer and more sophisticated text to his client, in this
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Fig. 9. Kaif isSitdr 'an Baladiyydt Ahmad ilFàr. Riwayit in|\taggAr. End of the
play, with colophon dated 23 December 1909. MS Leiden, Or. 14.521,

f . 124b.
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Fig. 10. Al'ab Ahmad ilFar ilMasri ,fi A.frAl ilMasrín'tn.
Title-page. MS private collection Woidich. p. l.

case Curt Pnifer, the Arabist of the German Embassy
in 1909, who commissioned manuscript L. The combi-
nation of quality and quantity has been frequently
translated into money, in Egypt as elsewhere.

There is, moreover, one other indirect proof which
seems to point towards the scribe. Much later, in 1944.
Enno Littmann published a study entitled 'Ein Gesprách
befreiter Sklaven in Cairo' 8. This is based on an
Arabic manuscript  which is almost ident ical  to both
ilFár's Riw'ayír lbn ilBalad. 3la-34a, and to al-Nadrm's
aLLrsta/,90-93. Internal evidence, too detai led to be
presented here, leads us to conclude that both ilFár's
text and that of Littmann were based on al-Nadïm,
without being influenced by one another. Littmann
obtained his text in l9l1 - that is, about two years

after our copy of manuscript L was written down -

lrom a scribe, Mahmtd $idqI, an official at the Khedi-
val Library in Cairo. Since we now know ol at least
one scribe who had no scruples in copying al-Nadrm's
printed work, 'improving' his text slightly and selling
it to Littmann as something else, that is, as an original

Arabic manuscript, it would not surprise us if another

scribe had padded ilFàr's plays in the same manner,

two years previously, and sold his product to Prilfer.

Or one may even hypothesize that the same Malrmfid

Sidqi (who, by the way, had access in the Khedival

Library to the high-quality government paper on

which both manuscript L and M are written) succeeded

in cheating Priifer in 1909 and in repeating this feat,

two years later, by sell ing extracts from al-Nadrm's

work as an original manuscript to Enno Littmann.

Crveat emptor.

Norus

+ Hebrew Univers i ty ' .  Jerusalem. Israel .
+*  Univers i ty  of  Amsterdam, The Nether lands.

1 For a detailed description and analysis, the reader is

referred to the introduction in the above volume entit led

Arabisches Volkstheater in Kairo im Jahre 1909: Ahmad

ilFdr und seine Schwànke. Bibliotheca Islamica 38 (Beiruti

Stut tgar t  1993).
2 Listed as Cod. Or. 14.521. About its re-discovery by

Landau, see his article 'Popular Arab Plays' in Journal o/
Arabic L i terature l7  (1986).  120-125.  For  a more deta i led
descr ipt ion of  the Leiden manuscr ipt .  see J.J .  Wi tkam,

Catalogue ol'.4ruhit , líttnttst 'r ipts in the Library of the

L-nit 'er.sit.t '  d' Leitlen. fascicule 6 (forthcoming). The present

authors were fortunate to be allowed to consult Witkam's

unpublished description of the manuscript.
3 Woidich discovered it among the papers of the late

Kurt Munzel. A microfi lm is deposited in the Library of the
University of Leiden (registered there as fi lm A 1682).

a Though shadow plays were still performed, from time

to time, at least unti l the 1940s.
s See e.g. al-Zirikh, Al-A'lam, Bayrlta 1979, vol. 4,

p p . 1 3 7 - 8 .
ó The entire periodical was reprinted in Cairo in 1985.
1 For a more complete list, see our Arabisches Volksthea'

ter in Kairo, introduction. pp. 33f.
8 ln Studien zur Auslandskunde. Vorderasien, Berlin,

vo l .  I ,  f asc .  2 ,  pp .  105 -112 .
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Fig. 11. Al'Ab Ahmad ilFctr ilMasri fi AfrAl ilMasrí-vyín. Introduction and
beginning of the first play, Hikavít itTuruqi. MS private collection Woidich, p. 2.
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